In this holiday season, we promise to get you the newest and best resources on Oracle Database in the forthcoming issues of Oracle Database Insider. Here is wishing you happy holidays. Here is wishing you a very Autonomous Christmas and a happy New Year!

---

From the Desk of the Managing Editor
This Special Seasons Greetings issue brings you lots of love and learning! Cozy up with resources to learn exciting features in Oracle Database and Autonomous Database. We continue to appreciate your feedback. My name is Suresh Rajan, and I am Assistant Editor, working with Bill Sawyer, the Managing Editor. You can email us at suresh.r.raj@oracle.com or bill.sawyer@oracle.com.

---

Here are some hand-picked goodies from our experts to help you soak in some learning this season.

New to Database administration? Learn the basics in a live environment, check out the [DBA Essentials LiveLabs Series](#).

Want to get your hands dirty with Oracle Database security? The [DBA Masterclass Series](#) is just for you.

Get a whirlwind tour of Oracle Machine Learning on Autonomous Database. Check out this [workshop](#). It now includes a lab on OML for R!
The launch of Multiple VM Autonomous Database on Dedicated Exadata Infrastructure was just announced. Read more.

Review these replays to learn what’s in store in Oracle Database and Autonomous Database.

- Andrew Mendelsohn on Oracle Database Directions
- Juan Loaiza on Revolutionizing Objects, Documents, and Relational Development
- Juan Loaiza and Gavin Parish on Oracle Exadata: Arch and Internals Tech Deep Dive
- Jenny Tsai-Smith and Dom Giles on Oracle Database: What’s New, What’s Next
- Gerald Venzl on Oracle Database App Development: What’s New, What’s Next?

Upcoming Event

Oracle 23c Beta Program Recruitment

Oracle Database 23c beta is the latest release of Oracle's leading converged database. It introduces a range of new and enhanced functionality to assist developers, analysts, and DBAs in building and deploying their next-generation mission-critical, high-performance operational and analytical applications. Customers and partners interested in participating in the Oracle Database 23c beta program are encouraged to submit their recruitment form as soon as possible using the QR code or the link to the beta program recruitment sign-up process.

Learn more... for free!

Build Expertise with hundreds of Oracle workshops on a variety of Oracle products, 24x7 for free, on Oracle LiveLabs. Learn, Write, and Share SQL at Oracle’s interactive Live SQL site, built with Oracle APEX running on Oracle Database. Build Muscles at Oracle Dev Gym by taking workouts, quizzes and even entire classes on SQL, PL/SQL, database design, logic and more.
Useful links to keep your skills sharp

**Blogs:** [Oracle Developers](https://oracle-developers.oracle.com) | [Oracle Database Insider](https://oracle.databaseinsider.com) | [Oracle Cloud Infrastructure](https://cloud.oracle.com) | [Oracle APEX](https://apex.oracle.com)

**Videos:** [Oracle’s Database Product Management YouTube channel](https://www.youtube.com/OracleDatabaseProductManagement)

**Websites:** [Oracle Database](https://oracle.com/database) | [Oracle Autonomous Database](https://.oracle.com/cloud/autonomous) | [Oracle Developer Resource Center](https://oracle-developer.oracle.com) | [Oracle Developer Tutorials](https://oracle-developer.oracle.com/tutorials)
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